
THE BRIEF



I am attaching an excel document on information that I have pulled together for Al Shaya Group (https://www.alshaya.com/en/). 

I am proposing that the strategy for Al Shaya (Please see page number 5) is to take all their 85 brands online through 3 different ways:  
1. Create brand.com branded sites with full Omni-Channel capabilities  
2. Create a generalist market place that encompasses all of their brands, and beyond.   
3. I am also stating that we should create multiple niche market-places across Home & DIY, Mothers & Babies, Fashion & Accessories 

and health and beauty (Again, please refer to page number 5). 

What I need someone to do is number/strategy crunch the excel file I am attaching and also do some market research for me - Please 
see the next slide.  

I want someone to model the information there and provide some insight (Refer to page 4 after understanding the context of page 2 & 
3 too). 
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OVERVIEW & CONTEXT:

https://www.alshaya.com/en/
http://brand.com
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OVERVIEW & CONTEXT:

Al Shaya have operations in 18 countries: 

1. Azerbaijan 
2. Bahrain 
3. Egypt 
4. Iraq 
5. Jordan 
6. Kazakstan 
7. KSA 
8. Kuwait 
9. Lebanon   

Across 3 core regions: 

1. Middle East 
2. North Africa 
3. Eastern Europe

10. Morocco 
11. Oman 
12. Poland 
13. Qatar 
14. Romania 
15. Russia 
16. Czech Republic 
17. Turkey 
18. UAE



I would like the following Market Research done for each country (ranking) and region (ranking) highest potential to lowest to highlight the 
following: 

1. % of Internet penetration in each region (Middle East, North Africa, Eastern Europe) and country or country of significant note 
(e.g. Egypt, KSA, UAE, Russia etc). 
• What are the 5 year projections - where will this number be in 5 years. 

2. % of Mobile penetration in each region (Middle East, North Africa, Eastern Europe) and country or country of significant note (e.g. 
Egypt, KSA, UAE, Russia etc). 
• What are the 5 year projections - where will this number be in 5 years. 

3. What do people spend online in each region & country of significant growth such as travel, banking, retail etc. 
• What are the 5 year projections - where will this number be in 5 years. 

4. eCommerce / mCommerce as a % of total retail. 
• What are the 5 year projections - where will this number be in 5 years. 

5. Demographic data such as: 
• What % (and absolute number if possible) is male V female & what are the 5 year projections - where will this number be in 5 

years. 
• What % of the (and absolute number if possible) represent Millennials & Gen Z what are the 5 year projections - where will this 

number be in 5 years. 
• Are these Millennials and Gen Z driving the digital spends or is the elder population also contributing, if so, at what % what are 

the 5 year projections - where will this number be in 5 years. 

6. Who are the major digital players in each region & country - Pure Players & Omni Players and what are their USD digital 
contributions to their businesses (in case of Omni-Channel)
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STEP 1 OF THE OUTPUT I AM SEEKING:



I want someone to model the information in the excel sheet I have provided to suggest, based on all the research etc: 

• Of all the brands and all the markets Al Shaya operate in: 
1. What are the most concentrated countries & Region(s) to focus on (I think it is MENA - KSA, Kuwait, UAE & Egypt) immediately 

• I want someone to number crunch my spreadsheet to show X% of brands are in markets A, B & C therefore this is where you 
should go with the marketplace(s) and brand.com deliveries. 

• What is the size of the prize for Al Shaya in these markets and countries. 

2. What are the second wave of countries & Region(s) to focus on and when along with why, again backed up by the data 
suggested in step 1 (Page number 3).  
• What is the size of the prize for Al Shaya in these markets and countries. 

3. If there is a wave 3, then suggest when and why - if only 2 phases of approach are needed then ignore this one
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STEP 2 OF THE OUTPUT I AM SEEKING:

I am trying to provide a visual outlay similar to slides number 6 and 7 for example with the 
key research in the appendix.    

Your research and output will provide the basis of the go-to-market strategy and timings.

http://brand.com


FOR REFERENCE 
PURPOSES AS 

OUTLINED IN ABOVE 
SLIDES



Continue to have loyalty mechanics with continuous innovation to 
the program such as gamification through social commerce to drive 
increased visitation, conversion & ATV across all channels. 

Transform & build it into an ecosystem ‘Hub’ of functionality that can 
be leveraged by all brands in the group ‘Spokes’ (refer to Unified 
Commerce - Pillar 2) enabling a central repository of ever-evolving 
innovative functionality & more importantly, a direct feed to a central 
data lake (refer to Pillar 5). Eventually it will evolve to a super app.  

This will enable the following for the group: 
- Speed and agility to market & scalability. 

- Low total cost of ownership. 

- Enables low cost innovation such as VR,  voice & visual search Scan 
& Go (Al-Shaya Go’ like Amazon Go) etc. 

- Enable us to grow &. commercialize our data through a feed from & 
to an AI powered, data lake directly delivering 15-25% incremental 
growth to the top line, all things else being equal. 

- This will be the core engine to drive pillars 2 - 4.

Transform PRIVILEGES CLUB from basic Loyalty to the 

digital ecosystem & foundation for business growth

Central data lake ( on the cloud ) / Advanced Analytics & Data: 
Closely linked to the Privileges hub, will be a central data lake. 

This data lake will enable us to transform the organization to a data driven culture, with AI & ML at its core not limited to just customer & 

transactional data but also, customer browsing data, all aspects of supply chain, finance data.  It will digitize & transform our entire organization.  

The data lake will be the brain that drives the engine (pillar 1). 

Incrementally increase top-line by  

at 15 - 25% and improve efficiencies 

to the bottom line by 10%

Acquisitions, Investments  

& Partnerships

Create our own 

marketplace(s)

Digitize Existing Businesses 

(Unified Commerce - UC)1 2 3 4
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MICROSERVICES ARCHITECTURE

A UC strategy aligns systems, channels, 
products & customer interactions to deliver a 
superior customer experience & sustainable 
business growth to the top & bottom line. 
 
Create brand.com websites & native mobile 
apps. Leverage all functionality built into the 
Privileges engine (‘Hub') for every single brand 
(‘spoke’) - drives cost & time to market 
efficiencies via a singular, consistent 
technology stack (Privileges). 

One example/definition of Unified Commerce: 

Leverage the Privileges Platform of 
functionality to drive In-Store Clientelling (like 
the Apple experience) & provide hyper-
personalization (1-1) to increase store 
conversion rates to deliver an incremental 
15-25% across the group powered by the data 
lake. 

Marketplace sales grow 23% faster than 
brand.com e-commerce sales.  
 
Privileges will be further enhanced as a value 
proposition through leveraging all 
functionality built into it (‘Hub') to create a 
marketplace of all Al-Shaya brands to start 
with. 

Take this to the next level and on-board non-
Al Shaya brands. This will create a generalist 
marketplace across all retail categories. 

We will then create category & vertical 
specific marketplaces (Al Shaya brands & 
3rd party) such as: 
- Home & DIY 
- Mothers & Babies 
- Fashion, Apparel & Accessories 
- Health & Beauty

Acquire or invest in digital native businesses 
across retail, fin-tech & logistics for example. 

Local & international pure-play businesses 
such as; Boutiqaat, Mumzworld, Sprii, 
Made.com, HipVan.com, ManoMano for 
example. 

Establish Principal partnerships in Digital 
like we did in the offline world using our 
strengths (understanding of market, 
customer portfolio, etc). 

Early stage start-ups investments by 
identifying the next Boutiqaat or Careem 
through setting up a Digital incubation hub 
for internal and external ideas to identify 
the next big thing to be early investors. 

=

Digital  
(data + Digital Commerce Channels) will contribute 40-50% of total group  

sales in 5 - 7 years. Of this 40-50%, brand.Com Digital Commerce will be 10% total SOB with marketplace(s) 
contributing 15% total SOB (25%). The effective use of data will incrementally grow the existing store businesses 

by 15-25%.  Data, will also add 10% incrementally to the bottom line through cost optimization and efficiency 
improvements via Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning & process automation.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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THERE WILL BE MASSIVE DIGITAL DISRUPTION BY 2025

160 
MILLION
Digital users

128%
Of the population is 
carrying a smartphone 
in their pocket (More 
than 1 device)

$95 
BILLION
Market worth

130 MILLION
Active Social Media users 
which is 52% penetration 
of the total population 
(252 million)

~3.8%
GDP

+ 50% 
Of the population is 
under the age of 24

(MENA REGION)
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THERE WILL BE MASSIVE DIGITAL DISRUPTION BY 2025

652 
MILLION
Digital users

120%
Of the population is 
carrying a smartphone 
in their pocket (More 
than 1 device)

$89 
BILLION
Market worth

220 MILLION
active Social Media users 
which is 34% penetration 
of the total population 
(652 million)

~6%
GDP

+ 40% 
of the population is 
under the age of 24
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(SEA REGION)


